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LOSING AGAIN
Life without you is cold and hard

LORD OF DARKNESS
I lose again

Feels so useless now we're apart

Midnight

Time, I sold my soul in darkness

The moon shines bright

Reaching for the silvery light

So confusing, I am losing

Don't pretend

I bathe in the silvery light

Of the moon at midnight

Silent are my tears

We're still friends

Of midnight, moonlight

In the circle we dance until dawn

You should know by now
Feels like something deep down inside

It's not enough

Was assaulted, then slowly died

Darkness

Lord of darkness

It comforts my heart

Ride the lightning
Riding until dawn

All the suffering and the anguish

Losing once again

I dance in the circle

I can't take no more

I am the loser in the end

And float in darkness

So insecure

It breaks my heart

The master, coming up from behind

I watch him approach

He captures my soul

Bewitched, hypnotised by his eyes

We're moving to the beat of the dance

Don't pretend

Don't pretend

We dance in the circle 'till dawn

His sword hurts, it hurts

We're still friends

We're still friends

The light burns, it burns

Yet it feels so good

You should know by now

You should know by now

It's not enough

It's not enough

Lord of darkness

Lord of darkness

Never enough

Ride the lightning

Ride the lightning

No, no, no

Riding until dawn

Riding until dawn

Losing once again
I am the loser in the end

Stardust

Time, I sold my soul in darkness

Never wanted to cause you pain

The mystery rites

Reaching for the silvery light

Seems my effort has been in vane

Embracing the light of the moon

Of the moon at midnight

I'm pretending, still defending

At midnight, moonlight

In the circle we dance until dawn

Distant you remain
Magic

Lord of darkness, cover my soul

The smoke in our eyes

Dance with me, losing control

We lay down our garments for him

We dance until dawn

Our master, magic

